If this polyvalence alerts us to the identificatory possibility of Alfaro's "Chicano queer" intersection, it also insinuates the possibility that simulation might represent the key to Alfaro's intervention into queer and Chicano critical practice. The importance of his intervention lies in the very apparitional matter at play in his attempts to simulate a "politicized body" signed queer onto one signed Chicano, and vice versa. To explore Alfaro's simulative project in greater detail, I
A Transcultural Intersection: Chicano and Oueer
If one conjunction can be said to center the varied performative and textual projects in which Alfaro appears, it is that of Chicano and queer. Alfaro tends to render the meeting of these identity markers as a struggle between appearances that is characterized by two interrelated processes: first, his movement through the messily transculturated zone of Los Angeles's barrios and, second, the staging of equally messy battles between rival signifying systems and disciplinary discourses by the apparitional matter of his body. By drawing attention to the conflicts of signification played on and over his own body, Alfaro's work highlights the quotidian complexities of inhabiting the interstices of two national (U.S. and Mexican) and cultural To describe Alfaro's location as transculturated is to recognize his residence in a city where Latino, Anglo-, and other American sectors coexist, conflict with each other, and engender new cultural forms of resistance. Alfaro's Chicano queer identification is subject to the three simultaneous processes identified by Fernando Ortiz: cultural acquisition, or "acculturation"; partial cultural destruction or loss, or "deculturation"; and the production of "new cultural phenomena," or "neoc~lturation."5 As Silvia Spitta notes, this tripartite conceptualization foregrounds the processes of cultural formation that are "forever deferred and forever in the making."6 Following Angel Rama, the notion of neocultural deferral emphasizes the agency, selectivity, and inventiveness of social actors attempting to counter the "deterioros" [damages] of transculturation. For Rama, an uncompromisingly local, nonmetropolitan transcultural will implies the dynamic interplay of cultural losses, conflicts, choices, re-formations, and re~istances.~ It is in these senses, particularly that of neocultural deferral, that I deploy transculturation in relation to Alfaro. However, if we recognize the agency and creative interventions of contact-zone subjects such as Alfaro in a transcultural "toma y daca" [give-and-take],B we must also account for his resorting to an array of split, relational, and multiple identificatory possibilities -regional, national, communal, linguistic, classed, generational, racialized, gendered, and sexualized-the last two of which have often been neglected in transcultural analyses. For example, when Alfaro works with the term queer, a transcultural reading must explain how his sexuality is accorded value in multiple discursive and physical territories in which the significations of queer also change. Above all, such a reading must account for Alfaro's willful targeting of various epistemological assumptions as a cultural agent committed to creating unforeseen and less damaging significations.
To render such an accounting, I propose the notion of semioculturation. Queer itself provides an apt example, for not only has its deployment as an Anglophone term of homophobic abuse been confronted by its newly combatant, uncowed uses, but both of these applications are subject to resignification in places where rival Angloand Chicano American bodily economies and linguistic traditions circulate.
Alfaro's semioculturation of queer-that is, as a far-from-secured identification emerging in and as a simulative process-also serves as a warning not automatically or invariably to see in queer a counterhegemonic will that succeeds because of its attentiveness to a discourse of happy heterogeneity. Teresa de Lauretis, for example, argues that queer has to do with "the respective and/or common grounding of current discourses and practices of homo-sexualities in relation to gender and racialization, with their attendant differences of class or ethnic culture, generational, geographical, and sociopolitical location."g However, the necessary focus on multiple, potentially incompatible locations may not preclude queer, like gay and lesbian before it, from perpetuating and reinforcing the homogenizing rhetoric of an America as a First World, nation-state dream.10 Alfaro's conjoined
Chicano and queer identity markers always signal a fraught taxonomic reconversion of a self in contravention of the disciplinarian discourses by which cultures and citizens are deemed to belong in and to the United States.
At the same time, Alfaro's Chicano queer emerges as a challenge to the ways in which Anglo-American gay, lesbian, and queer identifications may function as normative, exclusionary paradigms. AnzaldGa has claimed that the origins of the "lesbian" in Greek myth perpetuate the idea that her "forefathers and foremothers are European," not indigenous, and that the community operating under the name "lesbian" is always already "a gringa community," a beneficiary of the invasions that produced mestizos and Mexican-Americans.' 1 Aside from these cultural and racial biases, which also apply to guy, Tomis Almaguer explains that 
Comings-Out Damaged into America
In Alfaro's acidic, soap-operatic story "Bitter Homes and Gardens," the daughter and parents in a Chicano family describe the places they occupy in America.
Although their familial relationships are confirmed by the plot, the speakers are divided by barriers of incomprehension and frustration. The family's home ground is rent by each member's experience of the wider space of American promise, which is suggested by the daughter's opening assertion that she is "more" than her job handing out "free miniature hotdogs" implies.1" Her potential has been invested in her "perfect posture," the result of an operation that "ensured a back as straight as a line," embodying purpose and direction (100). Thus reconstructed, she is climbing the socioeconomic ladder toward her dream of being a Las Vegas hostess and achieving '(a life fulfilled" (100). As she drolly explains, "a series of choices" has led to her various incarnations so far (101): housewife, murderer, and feminist. Indeed, with the murder of her first husband, "the day laborer and heroin addict," her life as an idiosyncratic feminist begins: "A backless toga is what I would be honored to wear. This causes much distress in my hostess/feminist support group" (102). Such are her responses to "the issues that women face in the modern world" or, more correctly, in the kitsch simulacrum of a Las Vegas whose community pillars are Liberace and Wayne Newton (102).
Although a resident of a kitsch zone, the daughter qualifies the choices available to her by calling attention to her meal-ticket posture: "Look at my back.
Straight as a line. The vertebrae. A delicate little gift inching up our backs. I have always been poised for perfection'' (102). Her American dream-life is always deferred, however, and her straight back suggests not upward mobility but a borderline yet to be crossed. Through her parents' testimony we sense what she means when she says, "I was born imperfectly" (102). Her imperfection, it is implied, is the Chicano family and deculturated from her narrative. She has remodeled herself to keep her background at a distance, only to find herself forever poised to enter an American dream closed to her. As a Chicana, she is closeted. Damaging significations derived from AIDS discourses of shame and bodily abjection aggravate such displacements and denials. As "Deseo es memoria" makes clear, a polyvalent discursive clamor buffets the Chicano queer subject.
Shifting in this piece between physically and psychically unsafe spaces in which the significations accruing to him as both Chicano and queer also shift, Alfaro takes simulative aim at an array of deleterious signifying processes. This aspect of his agenda becomes particularly charged when he confronts the combined effects of the Chicano discourse of treachery, the state's surveillance of the barrio, and the ambivalences of the languages available to his project.
Barrio Oueer, Family Traitor
The Chicano discourse of treachery centers on the historical figure la Malinche, are exceptional in that they reflect not only a keen awareness of the impact of the Chicano "family quarrel" on its queer sons but also an indebtedness to Chicana feminist revisions of that quarrel.35
In the monologue "Chicana Liberation," for instance, Alfaro rewrites the MalinchelChingada script in terms of his mother's incipient feminist consciousness.36 He recalls how his mother once collected all of her children, drove to the bar where her husband was drinking, and entered a territory "reserved for local men and fast women," where she broke "the sacred code" of feminine passivity:
"My mother rewrote Chicana history as I knew it. She broke through hundreds of years of codes and rules reserved for Latina women in kitchens across the city. 
Dragging Out the Terrains of Signification
According to Judith Butler, since "the boundaries of the body [form] the limits of the socially hegemonic," the body itself is the "effect of corporeal ~ignification.~'-js For Butler, "acts, gestures, and desire produce the effect of an internal core or substance, but produce this on the surface of the body, through the play of signifying absences that suggest . . . the organizing principle of identity as a cause. Such acts . . . areperformative in the sense that the essence or identity that they otherwise purport to express are fabrications" (136). Thus a phantasmic "identity" is maintained on the body by the discourses of both "masculinist domination and compulsory heterosexuality" (141). Butler nonetheless also recognizes in certain transvestite appearances the possibility that the identity effects favored by dominant discourses may be challenged by previously uncountenanced simulations (139-41). In Alfaro's case, however, while the simulative challenge is focused on the body in the ways Butler describes, it is also intended as a retort to disciplinarian discourses that would simply disregard his appearances as phantasmic. In this respect Alfaro's drag moves to attain visibility work against the key transvestite ambition identified by Severo Sarduy: "El animal-travesti no busca una apariencia amable para atraer (ni una apariencia desagradable para disuadir), sin0 una 
Later in the poem Alfaro describes his drag self "battling for mirror space" (218), the simulative challenge now being to interpret a self from a reflection, a not-real. 
The Politics of Semiocultural Play
As "Abuelita" suggests, Alfaro's simulative challenge does not guarantee him immunity from damaging processes of signification. Nonetheless, semiocultural play enables him periodically, but not unequivocally, to frustrate a range of discursive border patrols of his body. Indeed, to render Chicano queer a neocultural possibility, Alfaro deploys a measured mix of anger, humor, pathos, camp celebration, interlingual switching, and didactic juxtaposition. At the same time, by making his own body into the very ground on which a signifying clamor is staged in order to bring his Chicano queer self into public view, Alfaro reveals how the claim to a Chicano queer subjectivity is unavoidably buffeted by competing, contradictory, and disciplinary discourses. 
